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admiration Something regarded as impressive or worthy of respect.
They were lost in admiration of the scenery.

appreciate Rise in value or price.
The dollar appreciated against the euro by 15 per cent.

appreciated Fully understood or grasped.
Dangers not yet appreciated.

appreciation Delicate discrimination (especially of aesthetic values.
I smiled in appreciation.

appreciative Having or showing appreciation or a favorable critical judgment or opinion.
Was appreciative of his efforts.

beholden Owing thanks or having a duty to someone in return for help or a service.
I don t like to be beholden to anybody.

beneficence The quality of being kind or helpful or generous.

debtor A person, country, or organization that owes money.
Debtor countries.

delighted Greatly pleased.
We were delighted to see her.

donate Provide or contribute (electrons or protons).
A portion of the proceeds will be donated to charity.

endowment The act of endowing with a permanent source of income.
An endowment policy.

feel Feelings of heightened emotion.
I made the students feel different about themselves.

generosity Acting generously.
I was overwhelmed by the generosity of friends and neighbours.

generously Enough or more than enough in size or amount; plentifully.
Everyone is asked to give generously to this worthy cause.
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gift Present someone with a gift or gifts.
He has a gift for comedy.

giver Person who makes a gift of property.
A giver of advice.

grateful Feeling or showing an appreciation for something done or received.
She gave him a grateful smile.

gratitude A feeling of thankfulness and appreciation.
He was overwhelmed with gratitude for their help.

indebted Owing gratitude or recognition to another for help or favors etc.
I am indebted to her for her help in indexing my book.

largess A gift or money given (as for service or out of benevolence); usually given
ostentatiously.

obligated Caused by law or conscience to follow a certain course.
Felt obligated to repay the kindness.

pleased Proud of one’s achievements, especially excessively so; self-satisfied.
A pleased smile.

priceless Very amusing.
Darling you re priceless.

relieved No longer feeling distressed or anxious; reassured.
Relieved parents who had waited anxiously for news.

tasteful Free from what is tawdry or unbecoming.
A tasteful lounge bar.

thank Express gratitude to (someone), especially by saying ‘Thank you.
Mac thanked her for the meal and left.

thankful Pleased and relieved.
I was very thankful to be alive.

treasure A collection of precious things.
The island is treasured by walkers and conservationists.

valuable Having great material or monetary value especially for use or exchange.
My time is valuable.
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